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commercial question ultimately solved the wider problem
of the future constitution of America,*
The Convention satisfied the local patriotism of the
advocates of states' sovereignty by giving equality of status
to all states in the Senate and it allayed their fears by pro-
viding for the appointment oE the chief executive president,
by election by states. And at the same time it satisfied the
aspirations of the nationalists l>y making the House of
Representatives truly representative of tho citizens as a
whole. Section VIII of Article I of the Constitution strictly
enumerated the powers of the Congress/ leaving the un-
enumerated and residuary powers to the states themselves,
but the Constitution contained a clause which enabled the
Congress " To make all laws which shall be necessary and
proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers,
and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the
Government of the United States?, or in any department or
officer thereof". And as the Supreme Court was solely
vested with the power of interpreting the Constitution,
" Under the light shed by the expansive imagination of
Chief Justice Marshall that clause became a Pandora's box
of wonders."f
It is significant to remark here that the weakness of
the Articles of Confederation of 1777, which had resulted
from the spirit then prevailing, the spririt which, in the
preamble of these Articles, had found its echo in the words
41 Whereas the delegates of the United States of America, in
* Speaking of the importance of the Annapolis resolutions, F, S,
Oliver says : " It is notable that the immediate cause oH the constitutional
compact is to be sought, not in the higher spheres of political necessity, but
in the practical needs of business men* Trade necessities and these alone,
were the occasion of their meeting and the purpose of their deliberations.
By these * sordid bonds * a loose confederation was in clue time lashed
together into such a union as the world had never seei)|" * Alexander
Hamilton,' p. 140.
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